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InterMEDIU Science Shop - founded in 2003 at POLITEHNICA University of Bucharest, ROMANIA (http://intermediu.pub.ro)

The event

were presented by local media and on internet:


http://intermediu.pub.ro/targ-de-stiinta/targ-de-stiinta-calarasi-septembrie-2011/

http://intermediu.pub.ro/targ-de-stiinta/targ-de-stiinta-oltenita-aprilie-2012/

The work leading to these results was funded by the European Commission under PERARES project, contract FP7-244264

The event

Children, teachers and InterMEDIU presented

their experiments to visitors giving explanation

Children were highly encouraged to try the experiments by themselves, during the fair.

The models were designed in the innovation and creativity workshops by teams of pupils under the guidance of their teachers in different subjects like mathematics, physics, chemistry, biology and technology.

Children's curiosity and interest was higher than expected
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